factor in keeping the most prominent activists oriented to Queens Park and Ottawa, rather than the municipal arena.
These are problems of a different order than those raised by Freeman, problems which transcend black and white moralism. In one of his childrens' books, Cedric and the North End Kidsj Freeman tells the story of Cedric, a shy, black, immigrant child, who ends up as a chum of a porkish, loudmouth Hamilton native who sports a sweatshirt emblazed with Hamilton's motto, "The Ambitious City."
Eventually, the loudmouth is caught trying to steal a toy mountie from a local smokeshop, and the ambitious lad is saved the penalties of hubris only by the good sense, solidarity, and sound morality of Cedric.
If only real life were this simple, Bill Freeman and Marsha Hewitt could have written a very good book.
Wayne Roberts Labour Studies Programme
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THE POVERTY OF LIBERAL AND MARXIST ANALYSIS?
The following two reviews by Toronto urban activists are published together not just because they provoke thought about community values and the future of American cities, but also since they are concerned with the concept of "privatism" which has been so much a part of urban-history writing during the past ten years. Both reviewers are alert to the ways in which "privatism" -the search for private gain with a sacrifice of community values -is a constant feature of urban affairs.
Their reviews go beyond this, however, and challenge two approaches to understanding the city and its current problems. The MIT Press, 1980. This review should be regarded as a curiosity piece rather than as an aid to scholarship. It describes and assesses a book about American cities, written for the most part by academics for academics. Before reading the book I knew next to nothing about American cities and even less about the scholarly study of urban matters.
Perhaps my only qualification for this enterprise is that I have been studied by academics in my capacity as a member of Toronto's City Council, which occupation brings me most of my income. It is as if an Austrian stone-mason were being asked to comment on the architecture of neighbouring Italy.
